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REPORT SUMMARY
1. As part of the budget process the views of Overview and Scrutiny Panels are
sought on the savings, fees & charges and capital proposals that are relevant to
their panels.
2. This report provides the context against which Members are asked to consider
these proposals.
3. Like many councils the Royal Borough faces a challenging financial position.
Pressures around Children, Adults and vulnerable people will add considerably
to Council costs in 2020/21, together with the cost of a substantial pension
deficit.
4. In addition the Council faces further challenges that are more specific to the
Royal Borough including the cost of financing substantial investment in
regenerating Maidenhead.
5. The relatively low level of reserves held by the Royal Borough means that it has
less options to adjust to new financial challenges in the short term than some
other councils.
6. The Council continues to work within similar funding constraints, with little
changes to external funding in 2020/21 and council tax limits remaining at 2%
albeit with an additional 2% adult social care precept.

1. DETAILS OF RECOMMENDATION(S)
RECOMMENDATION:
The Corporate Overview & Scrutiny Panel is asked to comment on:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

proposed savings set out within appendix A
proposed fees & charges set out within appendix B
proposed capital schemes as set out in appendix C

2.

REASON(S) FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) AND OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1

This report sets out the context for Overview and Scrutiny Panels to consider:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Savings proposals
Changes to Fees & Charges
Proposed capital schemes

3. KEY IMPLICATIONS
Table 2: Key Implications
Outcome Unmet
Met
Services
delivered
within
approved
budget

Budget
Budget
overspend variance
>£250,000 +/£250,000

Exceeded
Budget
underspend
>£250,000
<£1,500,000

Significantly
Exceeded
Budget
underspend
>£1,500,000

Date of
delivery
31
March
2021

4. FINANCIAL DETAILS / VALUE FOR MONEY
4.1

Introduction

4.1.1 This budget is set during a period of considerable uncertainty in the medium
term, particularly around future funding for councils with the prospect of a
government spending review in 2020. This is also likely to include changes to
the allocation and retention of business rates. This could impact significantly on
the overall funding for the council in 2021/22 and beyond.
4.1.2 Pressures around spending on Children and Adult Social Care have a major
impact on council spending plans and the scale of this impact in 2020/21 and
beyond continues to be uncertain.
4.2

Current Position

4.2.1 The Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead has focussed on managing
costs and delivering value for money. This means that it is a low spending
council in comparison to its nearest statistical neighbours. The table below,
based on 2019/20 estimates, compares its expenditure on individual services
per head of population.

Cost per head of population based in 2019/20 Estimates
Nearest Statistical
Neighbours *

Education Services
Highways and Transport Services
Children's Social Care
Adults Social Care
Public Health
Housing Services
Cultural and Related Services
Environmental and Regulatory Services
Planning and Development
Central Services
Total Other Services

480.44
2.55
116.38
260.62
30.85
31.82
25.92
100.10
16.08
35.26
0.00

Financial Context
4.2.1. Like many councils, the Royal Borough faces considerable financial challenges,
particularly increasing numbers and costs of supporting adults, vulnerable
people and children in care. However, the Council’s level of reserves are low
which means that it has less time and potentially fewer options than others to
bring its budget into balance.
4.2.2. The Berkshire Pension Fund has one of the highest proportional deficits of all
Council pension funds, the Royal Borough’s pension funding level is estimated
to be just 73%. This means that all Berkshire authorities including the Royal
Borough must make significant employer’s deficit recovery contributions each
year to improve the funding level and reach a fully funded level by 2040. This is
estimated at £4.2m in 2020/21 in addition to standard employer’s pension
contributions.
4.2.3. The Royal Borough has made a substantial commitment to the regeneration of
Maidenhead and to the development of the local economy. To fund this
important investment, borrowing has substantially increased.
4.2.4. In the current year council spending has come under considerable pressure. In
part, this has been due to service pressures in adult and children’s social care.
The council has also found it harder to deliver savings than it had expected,
which has also meant that some savings targets have not been achieved.
Policy Context
4.2.5. The Council will still be spending over hundred million pounds in 2020/21
delivering services to the residents of Windsor and Maidenhead and investing
in the future of the borough through major capital schemes.
4.2.6. It is important that the Council considers how best it can continue to meet its
policy objectives within the tighter financial constraints that it faces.

559.83
39.96
149.57
315.97
44.27
20.76
26.49
86.33
9.72
38.86
1.82

4.2.7. This will undoubtedly require a level of prioritisation and these budget plans
focus on the following key policy objectives: (i)

protecting the most vulnerable and ensuring that the Council can
continue to meet its significant and growing commitment on Children’s
and Adults Social Care.

(ii)

creating opportunities across the borough and continuing to invest in its
regeneration and development.

(iii)

enabling the Council to meet its existing capital commitments as well as
starting to invest in new technology to help it become more efficient in
the future.

(iv)

ensuring that the council adopts a more sustainable and carbon neutral
approach to the environment.

4.2.8. These policy objectives are not achievable without sustainable council finances
and the proposals within this report have been developed to help make the
finances of the Council more sustainable in the short term as well as starting to
plan for the medium to longer term.
4.2.9. As part of this the Council has had to consider the affordability of the services
it provides by ensuring that the users of services meet a greater share of the
cost of the service they receive as happens in many other councils
4.3

Budget Pressures

4.3.1 Next year cost pressures are expected to amount to some £11.693m. These
are driven by a number of factors:
a) Previous spending decisions– for example next year’s borrowing costs
will increase due to a substantial increase in capital investments made by
the council in 2019/20.
b) Demographic changes – as the population of the Royal Borough increases,
demands on its services will also increase. To an extent this will be matched
by additional council tax and business rate income.
c) Spending pressures on Children’s Services and Adult Social Care are
placing increased pressure on council budgets
d) External changes beyond the council’s control, such as increased
pension costs from the revaluation of the pension fund.
e) Under-delivery of savings – some of the savings identified for 2019/20
have not been delivered and therefore have an impact on the 2020/21
budget.
f) Under-achievement of income targets – in some cases it has not been
possible to deliver increased income even by setting higher charges.

4.4

Proposed Savings

4.4.1 In total the council proposes to deliver £5.976m of savings. The main areas of
proposed savings over £100,000 are set out below.
Proposed Savings
Reduced costs of placements for children in the care of the local authority.
Remove Advantage Card discounts for parking.
Deliver adult social care transformation programme
Transform Youth and early years services to be targeted at the most
vulnerable
Additional Management Fee from Countryside
Increase green waste annual subscription charge to £65 per annum in line
with neighbouring authority charges.
Charging for Resident’s Parking Permits, £50 each for first permit, £70 for
second permit
Post Deletions
Refocus Community Wardens on problem solving, achieving staff savings
Customer Services & Libraries
Deliver the supported employment service differently
Implement technology enabled care across adult services
Delete a vacant post in the Achieving for Children Management team
Review grant payments in line with developing voluntary sector funding
strategy
Reduce the number of subsidised bus routes
Recruitment Drive for permanent Children's Social Workers
Vacancy Factor/Recruitment Freeze
Concessionary Fares
Sub-total
Other Savings under £100,000
Total Proposed Savings within the 2020/21 Budget
Other Potential Savings (paragraph 4.4.5)
Total Identified Savings

£'000
700
650
495
450
330
250
250
231
180
170
166
120
110
100
100
100
100
100
4,602
824
5,426
400
5,826

4.4.2 Further detail of all savings is provided at Appendix A
4.4.3 An assessment of all savings has been carried out to assess their
deliverability during 2020/21 and accordingly a sum of £1.300m has been set
aside as a provision against non-delivery or delay in implementation of these
savings.
4.4.4 In addition to the above savings, further potential savings of £400,000 have
been identified within the collection fund. This includes a review of the council
tax reduction scheme, subject to consultation, (£330,000) and a reduction in
empty properties relief (£70,000). Although both of these savings will take affect
from April 2020 if agreed this will be after the setting of the Council Tax base in
January 2020.

4.4.5 These additional savings cannot be taken into account when setting the budget
for 2020/21 but the surplus on the collection fund of £400,000 generated by the
savings will increase reserves in 2021/22.
4.5

Income

4.5.6 The proposed fees and charges for 2020/21 are set at Appendix B.
4.5.7 Overall the following principles have been used to review fees and charges:a) Charges should be broadly in line with other neighbouring councils –
in some cases charges set by the council are lower than neighbouring
councils. Charges have therefore been reviewed to bring them into line with
other councils.
b) Charges should reflect cost increases incurred by the council,
accordingly the majority of charges have been increased by approximately
3% in line with estimated inflation.
c) Charges should recognise demand for the service – in some cases
where income is falling, increasing charges can have a negative impact on
overall income.
4.5.8 The table below summarises the main sources of income for the council over
£100,000, estimated values in 2020/21.
Parking
Planning & Development
Green Waste Subscribed Collection Service
New Roads and Street Works Inspections/Permits
Marriage and Civil Partnership Ceremonies
Cemeteries and Churchyards
Highway Licences
Local Land Charges
Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders
Hire of Public Halls

£’000
10,244
1,473
840
720
402
321
292
253
154
113

4.5.9 This above analysis excludes recovered social care fees.
5.

RISK MANAGEMENT

5.1.

Given the level of financial uncertainty and current service pressures, there is
clearly a risk that the current budget may prove difficult to deliver.

5.2.

This risk has been mitigated by trying to ensure that budget estimates are
realistic and reflect current activity, along with known demographic and
economic pressures.

5.3.

A key risk for the council is that its finances are not sustainable in the long
term and it does not have enough reserves to enable it to effectively manage
the financial risk that it faces in the medium term.

6.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

6.1.

This report contains a number of proposals related to staff or service
provisions and may involve changes to policy or service delivery. Equality
impact assessments have been completed where appropriate.

7.

CONSULTATION

7.1.

Consultations will take place with the local chambers of commerce in February
2020.

8.

TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

8.1.

Residents will be notified of their council tax in March 2020. Budgets will be in
place and managed by service managers from 1 April 2020.
Table 3: Implementation timetable
Date
Details
By 31 March
Residents notified of their council tax.
2020
1 April 2020
Budgets will be in place and managed by service
managers.

9.

APPENDICES

9.1.

The table below details the Annexes to this report
Appendix
A
B
C

Savings
Fees and Charges
Capital

10. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS
10.1. None
11. CONSULTATION (MANDATORY)
Name of
consultee
Cllr Hilton
Cllr Johnson
Duncan Sharkey
Russell O’Keefe
Terry Neaves
Elaine Browne
Nikki Craig

Post held
Lead Member for Finance
Leader of the Council
Managing Director
Director of Place
Interim Section 151 Officer
Head of Law
Head of HR, Corporate
Projects & ICT

Date
sent
17/01/20
17/01/20
16/01/20
16/01/20
16/01/20
16/01/20
16/01/20

Date
returned
17/01/20
17/01/20
20/01/20
17/01/20

Name of
consultee
Louisa Dean
Kevin McDaniel
Hilary Hall
Karen Shepherd

Post held
Communications
Director of Children’s Services
Director of Adults,
Commissioning & Health
Head of Governance
Other

Date
sent
16/01/20
16/01/20
16/01/20

Date
returned

16/01/20

16/01/20

16/01/20
17/01/20

REPORT HISTORY
Decision type:
Urgency item?
To Follow item?
Key decision
No
Not applicable
Report Author: Terry Neaves, Interim S151 Officer, 01628 796222

Appendix A

OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Lead Member

Efficiency Description

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

Estimated
saving
2020/21

Budget

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Deliver system efficiencies through the new
customer relationship management system

Better connectivity of internal systems and ability to
configure customer relationship management system in line
with business processes.

113

25

50

50

50

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Community Grant funding levels will revert to recent levels
Review grant payments in line with
prior to the increase introduced through additional revenue
developing voluntary sector funding strategy funding in addition to capital funding which will be
maintained at current levels.

100

100

100

100

100

124

16

31

31

31

80

9

17

17

17

158

17

33

33

33

CAB provide a cost effective support and engagement with
residents who would otherwise be unlikely to engage with
the Council at an early stage. Informal notice was given in
November 2019 about the intended change in October 2020.
This acknowledges additional national Government funding
provided direct to CAB's.
Reduce the grant provided to The Old Court by £17,000 per
annum from September 2020. The in-year reduction for
2020/21 would be £8,500
Reduce the grant provided to Norden Farm by £33,000 per
annum from September 2020. The in-year reduction for
2020/21 would be £16,500

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Citizens Advice Bureau grant

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Reduce the current grant provision for The
Old Court, Windsor from September 2020.

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Reduce the current grant provision for
Norden Farm from September 2020

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Cease the provision of the GROW service with
Residents will be signposted by customer services or the call
residents being be signposted to alternative
centre to alternative forms of assistance.
forms of assistance.

63

64

64

64

64

Corporate

Cllr Johnson

Cease support for the One Stop Shop in
Datchet

Viability of the OSS may be affected if they are unable to find
alternative funding. The organisation has submitted an
application to the Grant Panel for consideration.

1

1

1

1

1

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Rationalise the council's current mobile
phone usage to reduce operating costs

Optimising the deployment and usage of mobile phones to
reduce operating costs

106

10

10

10

10

Corporate

Cllr Johnson

Remove budget for individual members to
attend conferences/training

Could lead to pressure on service areas to fund member
attendance at service area specific conferences/training.

3

3

3

3

3

Corporate

Cllr Rayner

Removal of all refreshments from council
meetings, member briefings and member
training sessions

Saving can only be achieved if all refreshments are ceased
for all council meetings/briefings/training sessions.

10

10

10

10

10
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OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Lead Member

Efficiency Description

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

Budget

Estimated
saving
2020/21

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

Cllr Johnson

No longer print and distribute Council Tax
leaflet with bills

Provide access to the Council Tax leaflet on the council's
website, providing efficiency savings and reduced carbon
footprint

89

5

5

5

5

Corporate

Cllr McWilliams

Optimise use of digital distributing Around
the Royal Borough

Through increasing our digital distribution of Around the
Royal Borough and orientating away from print, we will
contribute to decarbonising the council and ensuring we are
more accessible to residents.

59

23

23

23

23

Corporate

Cllr Johnson

Empty Properties Relief - reduction

Collection
Fund

70

70

70

70

Corporate

Cllr Johnson

Review of Council Tax Reduction Scheme
Discount levels

Collection
Fund

330

330

330

330

Corporate

Cllr Johnson

Vacancy Factor/Recruitment Freeze

5,383

100

100

100

100

Cllr Rayner

Charging for Resident’s Parking Permits, £50 each and £70
for second permit, £100 for third and subsequent permits.
Charging for Resident’s Parking Permits, £50
Also apply and increase charges for all visitor vouchers. 2
each and £70 for second permit, £100 for
hour vouchers - £1 per voucher. 4 hour vouchers - £2 per
third and subsequent permits. Also apply and
voucher 24 hour voucher - £4 per voucher. Discounts apply
increase charges for all visitor vouchers
to electric vehicles and residents of pensionable age and in
receipt of Council Tax reduction.

-

250

250

250

250

3,995

300

200

200

200

5,383

231

231

231

231

639

180

200

200

200

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Cllr Johnson

Additional Management Fee to Countryside

Corporate

Cllr Johnson

Post Deletions

Cllr Cannon

Refocus Community Wardens on problem
solving, acheiving staff savings

Communities

Increase the council tax premium on empty homes to
encourage them back into use.
Reduce the maximum discount for working age claimants,
subject to consultation, from 91.5% to 80% in line with other
councils.
Hold vacancies to reduce the prospect of making compulsory
redundancy for permanent staff in at risk posts.

This would result in additional income through a
management fee from Countryside for the St Clouds Way
development in addition to the capital receipt. It is subect to
approval of the site proposal and signing of the development
agreement.
Efficiencies across the organisation made up from deleting
vacant posts.
Review and adjust the overall tasking of the Community
Wardens to reflect the current priorities of the Council, to
reduce the total number of Wardens who will cover all the
aspects of the Wardens responsibilities
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OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Communities

Lead Member

Cllr Rayner

Efficiency Description

Staffing provision was increased in order to provide the
customer facing RBWM services from York House. Moving
back into the Library will provide economies of scale,
allowing for a reduction in staffing.
Encourage more 24/7 digital interation with the council
through its website, providing residents, businesses and
visitors with easy access at a time that suits them. This will
enable the council to deliver services more efficiently and
Focus customer service in Windsor at
reduce officer time and cost.
Windsor Library
Propose reducing library opening hours by 123 per week
Increase the use of 24/7 digital options on the following detailed analysis of current usage. This includes
council website
Sunday opening, alternative delivery in Woodlands Park and
Align Library opening hours to service
Eton (Mobile/Container) and other reductions, subject to
demand
public consultation.
Align call centre opening hours to service
Reduce Contact Centre operating hours to Monday, Tuesday,
demand
Thursday and Friday 9-5 and Wednesday 10-5. This means
weekends and evenings (5-7pm) will cease.
While it is hoped that staff reductions may be achieved
through negotiation with staff these proposals will require a
change to contracted hours resulting in staff being put at risk
and a redundancy consultation undertaken. Vacancies and
reduced casual hours will mitigate some of the impact on
staff wherever possible.

Communities

Cllr Cannon

Removal of PCSO funding

Communities

Cllr Rayner

WAM Get Involved support

Communities

Cllr Rayner

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

STRIVE

New national funding has been awarded to Police Services to
increase staffing resources. Discussion with local Police Area
Commander commenced November 2019 to remove this LA
funding for Policing roles.
This will cease the current SLA with local voluntary
coordinators to reduce their role, there will still be scope for
those interested in volunteering to be signposted to
volunteering opportunities through a single central route via
the Borough's revised website Know Your neighbourhood
facility, going live later in 2020.
Support for new support initiatives, to be provided by local
Housing Association and to return focus for support to
Department of Work and Pension, and Job Centre Plus, who
have the statutory role to support in this area.
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Estimated
saving
2020/21

Budget

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

2,004

220

265

265

265

74

74

74

74

74

45

33

45

45

45

8

8

8

8

8

Appendix A

OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Adults Childrens
and Health

Adults Childrens
and Health

Lead Member

Cllr Carroll

Cllr Carroll

Efficiency Description

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

Budget

Estimated
saving
2020/21

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

Review of posts in Optalis

Following a full establishment analysis, a vacant post has
been identified that has been assessed as no longer
required. The duties can be assimilated within the wider
team and there is no impact on frontline delivery of services.

512

31

31

31

31

Review of posts in commissioning function

Following a full establishment analysis, a vacant post has
been identified that has been assessed as no longer
required. The duties can be assimilated within the wider
team and there is no impact on frontline delivery of services.

300

20

20

20

20

1,482

450

600

600

600

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Transform youth and early years services to
be targeted at the most vulnerable

The delivery of services will be through two Family Hubs,
focusing on statutory services and targeted support for
vulnerable groups. Subject to the priorities established
through consultation, it is expected that there will be no
universal services provided on a "drop in" basis.

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Optimise the provision of carers services

This is an opportunity to improve the effectiveness of
services for carers by joining up provision, providing quality
advice and guidance to carers in one place.

826

75

75

75

75

241

166

166

166

166

35

35

35

35

35

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Optimise the delivery of the supported
employment service by integration with
council-owned services

More effective, efficient and responsive delivery of the
supported employment service through joining up with
existing Optalis teams. This will include recruiting a full time
headcount within Optalis to provide a full service to
residents providing greater opportunities to integrate the
service in collaboration with local employers.
Communication with local employers is already in place, for
example, promotion of workplace health by the Lead
Member and Director of Public Health.

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Deliver befriending service in a new and
different way

We will seek to continue to deliver the service through the
voluntary sector.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Adults Childrens
and Health

Adults Childrens
and Health

Adults Childrens
and Health

Lead Member

Efficiency Description

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

Budget

Estimated
saving
2020/21

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

Cllr Carroll

Deliver adult social care transformation
programme

This is a key opportunity to deliver improved services for
residents of the borough by embedding prevention and
promoting community enablement to maximise
independence. The programme has been presented to the
Health and Wellbeing Board which includes NHS partners
and Healthwatch and was unanimously approved and
endorsed.

51,192

495

1,700

1,700

1,700

Cllr Carroll

A needs based review has been undertaken which has
endorsed the Royal Borough's commitment to deliver the
core principles of the Recovery College in partnership with
the NHS. Investment and spend on mental health serviceds
Optimise the delivery of the Recovery College
in the NHS is increasing year on year in line with the NHS
settlement and the Long Term Plan. The Royal Borough
plays an active role in the Integrated Care System, working
with NHS partners.

115

35

35

35

35

Cllr Carroll

Implement technology enabled care across
adult services

Improved provision for residents, maximising the use of
recent developments in technology to maximise
independence to ensure that people remain in their own
homes for as long as possible.

6,600

120

300

300

300

7,945

700

700

700

700

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Optimise costs of placements for children in
the care of the local authority

RBWM has increased capacity and capability within AfC to
monitor and track the financial packages of care alongside
the social work team through a fortnightly "resource panel".
Case level tracking of progress will be shared openly
between AfC and RBWM through the commissioning
meeting arrangements.

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Optimise the delivery of health checks

A review of health checks has been undertaken with the
outcome of targeting the service to those in most need, and
leveraging the impact of NHS campaigns.

60

10

10

10

10

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Allocation of Public Health reserve to meet
current needs

This maintains Public Health services and optimises use of
resources. Public Health England does not encourage Local
Authorities to maintain reserves.

88

46

0

0

0
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OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Lead Member

Efficiency Description

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

Budget

Estimated
saving
2020/21

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

Cllr Carroll

Analysis and best practice in other authorities has shown
Introduce an online financial assessment for
that moving to online financial assessment improves the
adults to calculate financial contributions for
process for the benefit of residents, making it more efficient
care and support
and is in line with the council's digital aspirations.

197

0

70

70

70

Cllr Carroll

Academy schools are directly funded by the DFE for school
improvement. At the end of December 2019, 94% of all
Remove additional local authority support for
schools are Good or Outstanding with two Academy schools
school improvement in Academy schools
judged Requires Improvement. No schools are currently
judged Inadequate.

75

20

20

20

20

Recruitment drive to improve Social Worker
workforce stability and outcomes

A service-wide Social Worker recruitment drive to run
through the final quarter of 2019/20 which seeks to secure
at least 5 permanent social workers to deliver savings,
reduce reliance upon interim social workers and improve
outcomes

420

100

100

100

100

Cllr Carroll

Legal savings in Achieving for Children

The legal services contract across Achieving for Children is
due to end 31-03-20 and has been recommissioned. The use
of a single supplier provides cashable efficiencies and
improves delivery of the service.

635

25

25

25

25

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Operational efficiency within the Achieving
for Children finance team

Reduced back office resource as a result of managers
becoming more effective in their use of the finance system
and self-reporting tools. RBWM finance officers will take
over monitoring of capital projects.

25

25

25

25

25

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll

Delete a vacant post in the Achieving for
Children Management team

Efficiency in Achieving for Children Operational Management
Team with continued shared leadership of the Inclusion
priority for the Directorate.

110

110

110

110

110

Infrastructure

Cllr Stimson

Increase green waste annual subscription
charge to £65 per annum in line with
neighbouring authority charges.

A potential reduction in subscriptions may occur and there is
an increased risk of contamination of waste streams. Clear
messaging and alternatives will be required to minimise the
external impact

577

250

250

250

250

Infrastructure

Cllr Stimson

Remove free Saturday garden waste
collection

The alternative to the free Saturday green waste collection
service is to subscribe to the green waste scheme and
receive a fortnightly service.

2,726

25

25

25

25

Adults Childrens
and Health

Adults Childrens
and Health

Adults Childrens
and Health

Adults Childrens
and Health

Cllr Carroll
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OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Infrastructure

Lead Member

Cllr Cannon

Efficiency Description

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

Remove Advantage Card discounts for
parking.

A comprehensive review of the tariffs and a post-installation
review of parking machines has identified a complicated
tariff structure across the parking estate. Removing
discounted tariffs will offer equality of provision across the
borough whilst retaining the technology to offer targeted /
seasonal discounts.

Infrastructure

Cllr Cannon

Advertising on car park tickets/car parks

Research with other authorities have shown that income
potential through advertising on the parking estate is
possible. Initial proposals have been developed and are
being pursued.

Infrastructure

Cllr Cannon

Parking season ticket income

Inflationary increase on season tickets. There is a risk that
some businesses and/or individuals may choose not to
renew as a result of the increased charge.

Budget

Estimated
saving
2020/21

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

7,813

650

650

650

650

-

30

30

30

30

1,248

50

50

50

50

800

100

200

200

200

Infrastructure

Cllr Clark

Review and optimise the number of
subsidised bus routes

The council currently subsidises a network of bus routes, to
supplement the commercial network (for example:
weekend, evening and areas of low patronage) at a cost of
approximately £850k per annum. A comprehensive review
will be undertaken to evaluate usage patterns; reasons for
travel and identify alternative options to deliver a more
efficient network. Alternative models which are ‘greener’;
support the climate change agenda and minimise the impact
on users will be sought.

Infrastructure

Cllr Clark

Traffic signal costs - capital spend

Service standards will remain unchanged.

65

65

65

65

65

Infrastructure

Cllr Clark

Efficiency saving from traffic counter
machines

New contract with neighbouring councils will generate
efficiency savings in the cost of traffic counter machines.

41

15

15

15

15

Concessionary Fares

The concessionary fares scheme will be altered to align with
the statutory requirements. Free travel will be available from
09.30 rather than unlimited as at present. This aligns with
other areas, reduces congestion and increases capacity for
commuters on peak time bus services

1,169

100

100

100

100

Infrastructure

Cllr Clark
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OPPORTUNITIES AND SAVINGS 2020/21 TO 2023/24

O&S Committee

Lead Member

Efficiency Description

Implications (internal and external) if this were to be
implemented

Budget

£000
TOTAL
Collection fund savings
TOTAL SAVINGS EXCLUDING COLLECTION FUND

Page 8

Estimated
saving
2020/21
£000

Estimated
saving
2021/22

Estimated
saving
2022/23

Estimated
saving
2023/24

£000

£000

£000

5,826

7,527

7,527

7,527

400

400

400

400

5,426

7,127

7,127

7,127

Appendix B

CORPORATE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PANEL FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21

Unit Cost

2020/21
£

%
Increase

2019/20
£

BUILDING CONTROL
Fees set by Shared Service
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
Pre-Application Advice (Including VAT)
The fees for pre-application planning advice are charged on the Planning Unit's Pre-Application Charging
Protocol and charged on an individual cost basis relating to the different types of staff required. Schemes
subject to a Planning Performance Agreement would be considered outside of this schedule with a bespoke
fee arrangement. Charges for using the transport model are in addition to those set out below and will be
agreed prior to instruction. Charges for review of viability studies also sit outside of this and will be agreed
on a case by case basis.
Parish Councils, Local community groups (at the discretion of the Head of Planning) for all categories of development
Level 1 - Householder Pre App (Extensions, Alterations and Outbuildings) (In principle advice from planning officer)
Level 2 - Householder pre-app (Extensions, Alterations and Outbuildings) (involves some internal consultation at
discretion of planning officer - dependent on submission documents)
Follow up meeting to a level one or level 2 householder pre-app (Planning Officer attendance only)
Advertisements
Telecommunications
Listed buildings works to a single dwelling house
Residential
1 unit
2-5 units
6-9 units
10-24 units
25-49 units
50-99 units
100-149 units
150+ units

50% off
respective fee
125

-

148

12.0%

166
90
152
351
152

148
341
148

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

285
550
869
1,166
2,717
5,690
7,847
9,996

300
523
840
1,110
2,640
5,530
7,626
9,800

-5.0%
5.3%
3.5%
5.0%
2.9%
2.9%
2.9%
2.0%

-

Appendix B

CORPORATE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PANEL FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21

Unit Cost
Non-residential
Less than 200 sq. m. floor space
200-999 sq. m. floor space
1,000-1,999 sq. m. floor space
2,000-4,999 sq. m. floor space
5,000-9,999 sq. m. floor space
10,000+ sq. m. floor space

Requests to withdraw an extant Enforcement Notice, Breach of Condition Notice or other similar Notice
under the Planning Acts

Administration fee for checking validity of a planning application

Use of RBWM Transport Model data by Developers.

523
977
2,042
3,217
5,532
7,625

3.2%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

220

214

3.0%

220

214

3.0%

32
103
13

31
100
12

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

Contact for quote
Contact for quote
Contact for quote

Requests for confirmation of compliance with an Enforcement Notice, Breach of Condition Notice or other
similar Notice under the Planning Acts

Retrieval and copying from Archive of Planning Documents

%
Increase

2019/20
£

540
1,006
2,100
3,314
5,700
7,854

All forms of development that does not fall in to above categories
Minerals / waste proposals
Complex heritage/conservation proposals

Planning History Search excl. VAT
- Householder
- All other cases
Planning decisions and related documents

2020/21
£

per application
per application

£1.55 for A4 1st page £1.50 for A4 1st page /
/ 40p per sheet
40p per sheet
thereafter
thereafter
25% of application fee 25% of application fee
On Request-bespoke
charge dependent on
application
requirement

On Request-bespoke
charge dependent on
application
requirement

3.0%

Appendix B

CORPORATE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PANEL FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21

Unit Cost
Hourly Rates & attendance at requested meetings (Where requests are accepted by LPA)
Head of Service
Deputy Head of Service or Policy Manager
Team Leader
Principal Officer
Senior Officer
Planning Officer / Conservation Officer
Specialist Advice - e.g.. trees, ecology, highways, environmental protection
Trees and High Hedges
Pre-application fees for Tree TPO works
High Hedges Complaints
TPO- Hard Copy per TPO
S106 Management, Maintenance, Compliance & Monitoring
Major applications - non-refundable charge
Minor and Other applications - non-refundable charge
Discharge of non-financial obligations (e.g. Landscape Plans, Woodland Management Plans)
Monitoring of non-financial S106 Obligations
Monitoring & Management of Viability appraisals for development
Confirmation that the obligations of a S106 legal agreement have been discharged
(Note: Charges for Checking & monitoring Travel Plans refer to Highway Charges)
Legal fees S106 Bilateral - hourly rates
Legal fees S106 unilateral undertakings (including proforma):Legal checking fees - Dependent on complexity
Legal fees S106 Deed of Variation
Legal Fees S111 Agreement (SANG mitigation)

2020/21
£

%
Increase

2019/20
£

Hourly Rates
Hourly Rates
Hourly Rates
Hourly Rates
Hourly Rates
Hourly Rates
Hourly Rates

200
150
130
120
100
90
100

-

min fee

152
757
32

148
735
31

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

824
421
112
220

800
409
108
214

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

Hourly Rate

Hourly Rate

156

152

3.0%

107

104

3.0%

Per TPO

£1,200 min, thereafter
£108 per hr

-

£1,165 min, thereafter
£105 per hr

3.0%

£396 min, thereafter £108 £385 min, thereafter £105
per hr
per hr

3.0%

£553 min, thereafter £108 £537 min, thereafter £105
per hr
per hr

3.0%

450
594
800
910
1,188

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

STRATEGIC ACCESS MANAGEMENT MONITORING
Bedsit/1 bed dwelling
2 bed dwelling
3 bed dwelling
4 bed dwelling
5+ bed

464
612
824
937
1,224

Capital Programme 2020/21

Proposed Capital Programme 2020/21 2022/23

Estimated Slippage to 2020/21
Pre-approved Schemes 2020/21
Fully Funded Schemes 2020/21
Income generating schemes
Pre-approved /Fully Funded Total
New Bids 2020/21
Transformational 2020/21
Annual maintenance/statutory schemes
Refurbishment & enhancement schemes
ICT renewal schemes
New Bids 2020/21 Total
Total Capital Programme

Summary

Appendix C

Scheme
Cost
Gross
£000
14,198
28,747
4,833
820
48,598
1,000
2,986
2,411
1,190
7,587
56,185

S106

Grant

£000
(300)
(6)
(80)

£000
(3,558)
(4,753)

(386)

(8,311)

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 Net Cost
over
Net Cost Net Cost Net Cost
three
years
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
10,340
10,340
(12,836)
15,905
27,024
10,567
53,496
820
820
(12,836)
27,065
27,024
10,567
64,656

(8,311)

(137)
(26)
(163)
(12,999)

(161)
(77)
(40)
(278)
(664)

Other
Income

1,000
2,688
2,308
1,150
7,146
34,211

1,866
1,500
3,366
30,390

1,816
1,816
12,383

1,000
6,370
3,808
1,150
12,328
76,984
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Fully funded Capital schemes to be approved 2020/21
No.

Scheme Name

1

Resurfacing of roads to The highway network is assessed annually through condition surveys to
maintain transport asset establish a priority list of roads that require a more significant treatment
and improve safety beyond basic maintenance. These surveys are a key Government
main programme
requirement that link directly to Performance Indicators and contribute to
the delivery of Local Transport Plan targets/objectives. The resurfacing
of roads is essential to improve road safety, through surface skid
resistance treatment and prevent further deterioration therefore
preserving the structural and serviceability of the highway asset.
Investment reduces deterioration delaying higher renewal costs and
reduces insurance risks. The increased budget also includes a provision
for find and fix.

Scheme Description

2

Traffic Management

3

Traffic Management
This capital bid is essential for hosting and improving the background
Control System & Traffic system which controls the borough car park VMS, traffic counting, traffic
Signal Improvements
signals and links to other LA's equivalent equipment.
This system counts car parks spaces and controls the number of spaces
shown on the car park signs. This system also controls the boroughs
traffic counting systems and allows access to the on line data.

Scheme S106 Grant
Cost
£'000 £'000
£'000k

1,900

-

Net

1,900

-

This funding is an essential part of improving traffic management
throughout the borough. We currently received no funding in 19/20, and
have a backlog of schemes to progress. The Local Transport plan is a
key RBWM strategic plan that sets out our objectives for the mediumterm. We report our performance against targets to government each
year. Annual capital programmes of approx. £4m need to be delivered to
support these targets and objectives. Currently no funding is available to
carry out feasibility studies, investigations, consultations and develop
programmes for future years. This funding would enable RBWM to
prepare schemes and better target programmes for the next year in
parallel to the delivery of the current year's programmes. In addition,
suitable schemes would be developed that may attract grant funding.
Benefits - efficient and delivery of targeted projects that: maintain our
assets, improve safety, address congestion, improve access. In addition,
capacity improvements developed as part of the Borough Local Plan will
need to be developed from an outline concept stage through to costed
outline designs. This is a contractual commitment.
225

15

210

-

85

-

85

-

150

25

125

-

175

10

165

-

50

20

30

-

650

-

650

-

100

-

100

-

20

10

This system will also be used for interlinking the various systems to allow
them to control one another to provide automatic displays such as queue
warnings, delays and event notifications.
Without this, the systems will not function and the existing car park VMS
will go blank or continue to show the incorrect number of free spaces we
currently have.

4

LTP Feasibility Studies, Currently no funding is available in revenue for the development of
Investigation and
traffic and road safety projects. This budget is necessary in order to
Scheme Development
carry out feasibility studies, investigations, consultations and develop
programmes for future years. This funding would enable RBWM to
prepare schemes and better target programmes for the next year in
parallel to the delivery of the current year's programmes. In addition,
suitable schemes would be developed that may attract grant funding.
Benefits - efficiency and delivery of targeted projects that: maintain our
assets, improve safety, address congestion, improve access. In addition,
capacity improvements developed as part of the Borough Local plan will
need to be developed from an outline concept stage through to costed
outline designs.

5

Local Safety Schemes

6

Cycling

7

Disabled Facilities
Grants

Programme to improve road safety and reduce the number of personal
injuries as a result of road crashes. Road crash data is analysed in order
to identify a prioritised schedule of sites. Casualty numbers have fallen to
a historic all-time low but innovation is required to contribute to on-going
casualty reduction.
The manifesto makes commitments to "develop and maintain cycle
routes" and "provide more cycle racks at our parks and other places to
encourage cycling". The Local Transport Plan contains policies to:
Develop high quality and continuous cycle networks with appropriate
levels of segregation or priority over the motor traffic on busy roads,
Create traffic conditions that are appropriate for cycling,
Work with partner organisations to provide cycle parking at key
destinations,
The Cycling Strategy (Action Plan) has been approved by cabinet in
January 2019 in conjunction with the cycle forum, identifies cycling
schemes across the borough. These have been prioritised on the basis
of:
Modelled impact of the scheme in terms of increased cycling number by
20%, - adopted by cabinet
Increased satisfaction to 60% - adopted by cabinet
Improved connectivity for cyclists,
Improved road safety and predicted reductions in cycle casualties by
20% - adopted by cabinet,
Improved cycle security and predicted reductions in the number of cycle
thefts.

Local Authorities have a statutory duty to provide disabled facility grants
(DFGs). DFGs adaptations fund and provide an essential mechanism for
supporting people with disabilities to live independently within their home.
Common adaptations include providing residents access to their
bedrooms, bathroom and undertaking tasks such as cooking within the
home. Ramps, widening doorways, and, stair lifts.
Adaptations prevent admissions to hospital and residential care.
DFGs are also able to prevent or decrease social care costs as the
number of carers and the frequency of carers attending the property is
likely to be decreased following an adaptation that allows the resident to
undertake the task independently.
DFGs also improve quality of life by enabling disabled people to live
independently in their homes, to be more active in their community and
maintain and sustain employment.

8

Resurfacing of roads to The highway network is assessed annually through condition surveys to
maintain transport asset establish a priority list of roads that require a more significant treatment
and improve safety beyond basic maintenance. These surveys are a key Government
Find & Fix programme requirement that link directly to Performance Indicators and contribute to
the delivery of Local Transport Plan targets/objectives. The resurfacing
of roads is essential to improve road safety, through surface skid
resistance treatment and prevent further deterioration therefore
preserving the structural and serviceability of the highway asset.
Investment reduces deterioration delaying higher renewal costs and
reduces insurance risks. The increased budget also includes a provision
for find and fix.

9

Bus Stop Waiting Areas To provide new/enhanced bus shelters and bus stop infrastructure
(including signing, lighting, seated, information displays etc.). This will
support the manifesto commitment to "continue to improve bus stops". It
also aims to improve the passenger experience and satisfaction with
public transport as measured by the annual residents survey. There is a
list of potential locations of required works including Sheet Street outside
York House.

10

Electric Vehicle
To continue the roll out of electric vehicle charging points across the
Charging Points. OLEV borough on street and in our car parks
grant funding may be
available.

11

Reducing Congestion & This programme incorporates a number of different initiatives to help
Improving Air Quality
reduce congestion and improve air quality for residents. This includes a
review of traffic measures in areas with identified air quality issues and
initiatives to improve traffic flow, where this does not impact road safety.
Measures can include introducing MOVA control systems to existing
traffic signals to increase traffic flows at existing signalised junctions, also
fitting modern equipment such as LEDs in signal heads to help towards
energy and carbon reduction. This programme can also include
removing existing traffic signals where improvements in traffic flow can be
demonstrated without impacting upon road safety.

12

VMS Support &Traffic
Counter Maintenance

13

Alexander School
Kitchen Refurbishment

14

School kitchen safety
works

15

School Feasibility /
Survey works
School water pipework:
Oakfield school and
The Lawns Nursery
Urgent school safety
To respond to emergency works required and not yet identified.
works
School Boiler upgrade The boilers are at the end of their useful life and need replacing. The
works: Boyne Hill school boilers will be replaced with an up-to-date system that is more efficient,
economical and sustainable.
School boiler upgrade: The boilers are at the end of their useful life and need replacing. The
Wraysbury
boilers will be replaced with an up-to-date system that is more efficient,
economical and sustainable.
School boiler upgrade: The boilers are at the end of their useful life and need replacing. The
Maidenhead Nursery
boilers will be replaced with an up-to-date system that is more efficient,
economical and sustainable.
Roof Works in schools School roof repairs and replacements
2020-21:
Structural Works /
The screed under the hall flooring has perished and the floor needs
building fabric: Homer
replacing / repairing.
school
Internal upgrade:
The nursery lighting, ceiling and general ambiance of this building is now
Wessex Nursery
very out-dated and unsuitable for teaching young nursery children. It
needs considerable improvement. This project would investigate options
to upgrade the building and begin works to improve the learning
environment.
School window and door Continuing programme of window replacements
replacements
Schools Devolved
DFC allocation
Formula Capital
Fire
Works relating to fire safety compliance, and health/safety works at
Compartmentalisation
community and voluntary controlled schools.
Works for Maintained
Schools
GRAND TOTAL

16

17
18

19

20

21
22

23

24
25
26

Fully funded

10

-

85

85

-

60

60

-

On going software support is required to support the free flow of traffic
throughout the borough and to provide driver information/messages.
This will be through reactive and preventative maintenance on all 23 of
the boroughs VMS, 14 car park variable messaging systems, 47 traffic
monitoring counters and 14 car parking counting systems to name a few.
This capital bid will also include the maintenance of our fixed traffic
counter sites through out the borough

CHILDRENS SERVICES 2020/21 BIDS - December 2019 Cabinet
Kitchen Feasibility and commencement of works. The floor in the kitchen
is uneven and is a trip hazard. Some of the equipment is inadequate.
The kitchen needs to be remodelled to improve operations and
refurbished and some of the equipment replaced.
The school kitchens need upgrading to meet current safety standards:
Filters, CO2 detection systems and access for cleaning ducting.
Programme of investigation and implementation of recommendations
from the reports.
Preparatory and investigative works for schemes and projects in the
capital programme.
School has rotten pipework, with underground leaks and high costs. The
project will replace pipework.

50

50

-

100

100

-

50

50

-

180

180

-

40

40

-

50

50

-

100

100

-

87

87

-

30

30

-

110

110

-

40

40

-

60

60

-

90

90

-

196

196

150
4,833

80

150
4,753

-

-
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Income generating schemes to be approved 2020/21
No.

Scheme Name

Scheme Description

1 Regeneration
Improvement Projects
(York Rd, St Cloud Way,
West St & Reform Rd)

Associated fee to enable JV partner to deliver
sites for development - Legal fees & consultant
fees. Fees in relation to regeneration schemes,
including RBWM PropCo, to enable sites for
development. Costs will be recouped through
future capital receipts from 2023/24. To be
applied to individual projects during the year.

2 York Rd Ph2 (JV
Countryside) - Purchase of
'Access Rights' from
Shanly Homes
TOTAL

Purchase of Access Rights over road for Ph2
redevelopment for York Rd Town Centre
Regen. Required secure land receipt from
Countryside.

Scheme
Cost
£'000k

720

Income generating

100
820
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Borough funded capital schemes to be approved 2020/21 - 2022/23
No. Scheme Name

Scheme Description

Gross Scheme
Total Cost

2020/21
Gross Cost
£000s

£000

S106

Total

Other Income
£000s

Net Cost
£000

2021/22 Cost
£000k

400

200

2022/23 Cost
£000k

Net Cost
£000

Fire, Legionella and Asbestos Compliance Surveys and remedial works
Commercial Investment Property
1 Portfolio

2

Library and Resident Reactive
Maintenance

750

400

150

750

Funding to cover essential maintenance and security,, statutory service contracts and
furniture and equipment essential replacement and repair for Borough Libraries to
ensure libraries can continue to meet their statutory requirements in terms of building
safety and repair, and replace furniture and equipment as required, ensuring essential
maintenance is carried out and that the Council’s health and safety obligations are
met. With over sixty thousand visits per month, this high level of footfall results in wear
and tear and deterioration of buildings, furniture and equipment. The Council prides
itself in its libraries and residents have high standards, expecting public spaces to be
safe, legally compliant and enjoyable to use.
174

58

1,100

500

8

600

200

19

626

300

18

-

50

58

58

166

500

300

300

1,100

-

181

200

200

581

137

145

163

Remedial Works resulting from the EPC's & Condition Surveys
3 Operational Estate Improvements
4

Annual programme of repair and
replacement for Leisure Centres

Street lighting column replacement,
improvements and new lighting
schemes

5

6 Telemetry System Replacement

Bridge Assessments & Minor
Strengthen Schemes

7

8

To maintain the RBWM aspects of the leisure centre contract, repairing and replacing
the buildings - Magnet, Windsor, Charters, Furze Platt and Cox Green Leisure Centres
(CZ42)
The capital bid is part of the contractual commitment to replace a proportion of the
street lighting stock yearly to ensure they meet the safety standards required. Street
lighting is essential for the reduction of accidents on our roads and to help combat
actual crime and perceived fear of crime. This project is aimed at replacing columns in
the Borough which are identified as hazardous, along with life expired columns and
light units. It therefore contributes to both the Getting About and Safe and Secure
themes. Our Highways stocks, particularly in Urban areas are getting old and in many
cases well beyond its design life and below current lighting standards. As a
consequence equipment is obsolete and columns are becoming structurally unsound
and a risk to the public . Following a survey carried out in 2019-20, it was highlighted
that the replacement of columns is significant (approx. 2000 columns)and will need to
be looked at over the next 3 years. this budget reflects the first phase of replacement.
RBWM has a radio telemetry system which was installed in the mid-nineties to monitor
water levels at 5 critical locations on watercourses in the Windsor / Old Windsor area,
6 pedestrian subway pumping stations (4 in Maidenhead and 2 at Clarence Road
roundabout in Windsor) and 2 surface water pumping stations in Ascot (Winkfield
Road and Prides Crossing). A review of the current system and an options
assessment is underway with the aim of installing a replacement system initially
monitoring the critical watercourse locations in 2020-21.
We have a statutory duty to undertake specific inspections of bridges and highways
structure to ensure basic safety responsibilities are being delivered. These
inspections include assessing roads that are frequently taking abnormal loads, column
impact assessments, as well as carrying out further detailed inspections that have
been highlighted from the principal and general inspection that are highlighting a
potential safety issues. These assessments allow the council to plan a works
programme for essential capital works (e.g. safety repairs to the structure, parapet
walls, weight and height limit signing, pedestrian facilities). Also the assessments may
identify a structure in need of more extensive strengthening works.
Funding was allocated in 2019-20 to carry out essential strengthening works to this
structure. The detailed design has been produced and it is found that there are
additional structural repairs that need to be accommodated following further
assessments. Therefore the total cost of the scheme is now £1.2m leaving a shortfall
of £400k. This bid is a supplementary budget to complete the works. Works are
planned to take place in January 2020 due to the potential disruption from the traffic
management, and co-ordination with Highways England M4 Smart Motorway works.

163

41

471

50

50

9

41

825

275

4

-

271

400

400

29

-

371

16

16

16

250

250

-

65

65

300

100

24

-

76

100

100

276

600
70

200
70

19
3

-

181
67

200

200

581
67

40

40

40

-

-

100

100

2,450

950

4

-

946

50

50

1

-

49

510

170

10

-

160

275

275

821

Elizabeth Bridge strengthening works,
Royal Windsor Way

371

Maidenhead Library which opened in 1973 currently has over 300,000 physical visits
per year. Regeneration around the library is likely to increase footfall further. The
public toilet facilities, which are already heavily used, are in need of refurbishment.
The current sink units are too small and often fail to effectively contain the volume of
water generated during hand washing. This excess water presents a potential slip
hazard. Flooring also needs to be upgraded to a modern slip resistant surface. The
facilities are old fashioned and difficult to keep clean. A modern public toilet would
Maidenhead Library Public Toilet
Refurbishment and installation of water utilise features to discourage misuse of the facilities and to ensure the library remains
effective as a designated safe space for children and vulnerable people. New facilities
coolers or fountains
would also make it more environmentally friendly.
Water is currently sold at Maidenhead Library by the bottle and this facility is very
popular. As the Council turns to more sustainable options, a water fountain or cooler
that allows town centre visitors to fill up their own re-usable water bottle would be more
in line with Council ambitions and commitments. This bid also includes water fountain
or coolers at other appropriate library locations across the Borough.
The heating at Maidenhead Library (public areas and staff areas) is very poor and not
fit for purpose. During winter the working conditions often drop below 16°C and on
occasion below 12°C. The service has purchased fleeces for library staff for the past
two years but staff occasionally still have to work in their outdoor Winter coats and last
winter a number of customers have made complaints to staff as well.

9

10 Maidenhead Library Heating

Maintenance and improvement of
waste transfer station, depot &
household waste and recycling centre

Highway fencing, safety barrier and
bridge parapet works

Major Footway
Construction/Maintenance

13
14 Guildhall Heating

Library Public PCs Replacement
Programme
15
16 Town Hall Cooling System

Cookham Bridge
17
Goswell Hill (and surrounding) Night
Time Economy - measure to reduce
ASB and Noise impacts on local
18 residents
19

Flood Prevention & Highway Drainage
schemes

Oak Processionary Moth (OPM) removal/ treatment
20

21 Grants to Voluntary Organisations

Design work is currently being undertaken which has been commissioned by Shared
Building Services to ascertain the best option to provide heat in Maidenhead Library
and a number of options have been reviewed in discussion with the Conservation
Officer.
Ongoing maintenance of waste transfer station and household waste and recycling
centre - at Vicus Way, Maidenhead & Tinkers Lane, Dedworth. Contract requirement.

We have a statutory duty to undertake specific inspections of bridges and highways
structure to ensure basic safety responsibilities are being delivered. These
inspections include assessing roads that are frequently taking abnormal loads, column
impact assessments, as well as carrying out further detailed inspections that have
been highlighted from the principal and general inspection that are highlighting a
potential safety issues. These assessments allow the council to plan a works
programme for essential capital works (e.g. safety repairs to the structure, parapet
walls, weight and height limit signing, pedestrian facilities). Also the assessments may
identify a structure in need of more extensive strengthening works.
Footways are assessed annually to ensure that they are at a safe standard for
pedestrians and cyclists. This bid is for footways that are beyond basic maintenance
and require a more significant treatment. This bid is necessary to maintain the
standard of footways throughout the borough and is essential that they are maintained
in a safe condition, as well as adjoining footpaths to create a footpath to fill the
'missing link'. The works will also make a provision for providing disabled crossing
points where appropriate and will help to enhance the visual appearance of the
environment benefiting local residents, pedestrian, and people with disabilities. This
funding will be used borough wide to tackle footways that are beyond minor repair,
protect residents from potential trips, which will reduce insurance claims. There is a
list of schemes of potential locations of required works.
Design & Spec for the replacement of the existing heating system
The IT equipment needs moving to Windows 10 as the current software will soon be
unsupported. Many of the old PCs cannot support Windows 10. This is a bid to
continue the replacement of all public PCs. The libraries affected will be: Boyn Grove,
Cookham, Cox Green, Datchet, Eton, Eton Wick, Old Windsor and Sunninghill. This
follows the replacements that are due to be installed during the current year at
Windsor, Maidenhead, Ascot and Dedworth libraries. Replace 62 Public PCs.
Design & Spec for the upgrade of the existing cooling system ground floor office
space
A feasibility and detailed design is currently undertaken for the refurbishment of this
bridge (£200k allocated in 2019-20).
This bid to fund the works element of this scheme. The cost of the scheme is
estimated at £2.5m, which can be split over two financial years. £950k in 2020-21 and
£1500k in 2021-22.
Measures to address antisocial behaviours linked to the night-time economy, causing
significant impacts on residents in Bridgewater Terrace and adjacent properties,
including railway arches and flats, and to revise public right of way to time restricted
permitted path.
The Flood Prevention budget is used for further investigations and works arising from
flood events as part of the Boroughs ongoing management of flood risk. The budget
makes provision for urgent flood risk management works and ongoing extended
maintenance of flood risk assets and monitoring systems.
OPM caterpillars have been found on private trees within the Borough, and are
spreading moving from the east. Nest removal and chemical treatment likely to be
required on our Oaks in high risk public areas next summer, to deal with public health
hazard.
The Council operates an annual scheme, administered by Democratic Services, and
supported and operated by Grants Officers in the various service directorates.
Decisions relating to the amount of grant funding awarded to individual organisations
are taken by the Grants Panel; recommendations are made to Cabinet for
consideration as part of the overall Council budget, followed by delegated authority to
the Grants Panel for the remainder of the financial year to consider interim grants.
Kitchens - Winston Ct & Homeside

Registered Provision for Vulnerable
22 Adults
Key Infrastructure Upgrades and
Capital investment for project support to deliver the IT strategy and supporting
23 Hardware + NEW for implementation of partners IT strategies.
Websense and Farm replacements
This programme includes the review and replacement of lining at major junctions in
order to improve junction operation and road safety. Also provides for the
Road marking safety programme
replacement and upgrading of coloured safety surfaces and high-friction surfaces.
There are also potential insurance risks if not maintained effectively. If this bid is no
24
funded there will be a pressure on the revenue budget.
Investment for the new replacement CRM system following the contract coming to an
Customer Relationship Management
25
end with the current supplier as well as ongoing as other associated costs including
(CRM) system
development.
26 Tree works for Highways Year 3
Tree works for Highways Year 3 - Following inspections being restarted
Annual programme for prioritisation

27

-

Due to the nature of the building and its listed status, it is not easy to supply heating.
The space frame, brick and metal structure does not hold in heat.
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Traffic signal replacement &
refurbishment

Car Park Essential Annual
Maintenance
28

29 M4 Smarter Motorways

30 Windsor Coach Park Lift Upgrade

31 Borough Local Plan
32 Mineral and Waste Joint Plan
33 Supplementary Planning Documents
34 Energy Performance Certificates
35 Phase 2 Modern Workplace Project

Borough Funded

There is currently no planned maintenance schedule for the councils 52 car parks and
in order to keep all car parks to an acceptable standard for users, it is essential that
planned maintenance is carried out. The planned maintenance will include repairs
and replacement of damaged signs, fences, lighting, posts, lining and will also enable
redecoration of stairwells, entrances and exits.
The construction of the M4 Smarter motorway project has started with anticipated
completion in Spring 2022. The scheme is likely to have a significant impact upon
traffic within RBWM as a result of the construction activity. In order to minimise the risk
of traffic disruption, additional resources will be required in order to maintain dialogue
with Highways England and their contractors throughout the construction period. As
well as assessment of drainage implications, the reconstruction of the existing hard
shoulder as a traffic lane, the scheme involves replacement bridges at a number of
locations across the Borough.
Improvements to lift mechanisms to bring in line with current standards. This will
include a new safety gear assembly to prevent uncontrolled lift movement by locking
lift into position. The main reason for the improvements is reliability and support, but
as part of the proposed works we recommend the lift is brought in line with current
standards where possible.
Progression of plan making. Improves the value of all the land and assets in the plan
including those owned by the Council.
Progression of plan making. Improves the value of all the land and assets in the plan
including those owned by the Council.
Production of SPD's e.g. Parking/Affordable Housing to support plan implementation.
Part of local plan.
EPC Surveys for the commercial estate to assist Asset Management Strategy.
Improves the value of the commercial assets as they can't be let without them beyond
a certain date.
This project will replace all obsolete computer hardware and software and is planned
to complete during 2020/21.
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Appendix C

Pre-approved Major Schemes 2020/21 onwards
2020/21
Scheme S106
Other
Scheme Name
Cost
£'000 Income
£'000k
£'000

Braywick Leisure Centre
RBWM Affordable
Housing

Broadway Car Park,
Maidenhead

Vicus Way Car Park,
Maidenhead
Sale of Freehold
Interest in Nicholsons
Walk Shopping Centre
and Central House,
Maidenhead
Braywick Road
Pedestrian Crossing

3,341

Net
2020/21
£'000

3,335

6

-

-

2021/22 2022/23
Total
Expenditure Total scheme
Net Cost Net Cost Net Cost to Q3 2019/20 cost including
£000k
£000k
£'000
previous years
£'000
-

3,335

25,172

36,386

-

13,599

4,490

7,017

11,507

3,000

25,484

6,100

6,100

16,384

5,600

5,600

5,600

270

270

100

100

470

116

470

150

150

-

-

150

20

150

11,200

5,482

-

34,843

13,207

Maidenhead Local Plan
Housing Site Enabling
Works - LEP - Cabinet
Decision Already Made

5,281

5,281

-

-

-

5,758

Windsor Town Centre
Package - LEP

1,563

1,563

-

-

-

1,563

Maidenhead Station LEP

3,750

3,750

-

-

1,603

4,265

Maidenhead Missing
Links - LEP

2,242

2,242

-

-

257

4,630

1,204
33,854

10,000
124,871

River Thames EA Council Decision
Total

Pre approved

450
28,747

6

12,836

450
15,905

450
27,024

450
10,567

1,350
53,496
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